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Abstract
A High Pressure Gas Switch has been developed and tested
at LLNL. Risetimes on the order of 200 picoseconds have been
observed at 1 khz prf and 1 atmc_sphere pressures. Calculations
show that switching closare times on the order of tens of
picoseconds can be achieved at higher pressures and electric
fields. A voltage hold-off of I MV/cm has been Fneasured at 10
atmospheres and several MV/cm appears possiblc with the
. Ht_S. With such high electric field levels, energy storage of
tens of Joules in a reasonably sized package is achievable,
Initial HI'GS performance has been characterized using the
WASP 1 pulse generator at LLNL. A detailed description of the
switch used for initial testing is given• Switch recovery times of
l-ms have been measured at I atmosphere. Data on the switching
uniformity, voltage hold-off recovery, and pulse repeatability, is
presented. In addition, a physics switch model is described and
results are compared with experimental data.
Modifications made to the WASP HV pulser in order to
drive the HPGS will also be discussed. Recovery times of less

was shorted. A description of the switch physics is given in
earlier work6.
Experim¢ntal Setup
The geometry for the parallel plate transmission line is
shown in Figure 1. This geometry was only operated at
atmospheric pressure. To observe switch phasing, the plate
transmission line shown in Figure 1 was used with a 2-mm gap,
g, across the 10-cm width,w, of the line. The pulse charging
supply stores energy in the 10 cm upstream of the gap until
voltage collapse occurs, and then launches a pulse down the 20cm line to a shorted end. The plates were separated by 5 mm, s,
resulting in an impedance of 17 tj. The voltages were n_onitored
with four D-dot probes. Probe 1 is located 1.3 cm upstream of
the gap centerline and probe 3 is 1.5 cm downstream along the
transmission line center. Probes 2 and 4 were placed at 3 cm
outboard of the downstream probe.
,

than 1 ms were recorded without gas flow in the switch
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An ultrawide-band source requires a pulsed power modulator,
a fast switch, and a radiating antenna. For broad-band radiation in
the GHz range, the pulse energy must be released with a fast
rising pulse (i.e., tens of picoseconds). Of the possible pulse
sharpening methods in the sub-nanosecond time scale, a highpressure gas switch 2,3,4 can produce short and high-voltage
pulses at energies (joules) of interest resulting in high-power
radiation. Although discharge physics are relatively well
understood, certain switch issues remain to be determined,
Several areas of switch performance were measured which
• included, switching uniformity across the gap, switch recovery,
and repeatability. A comparison of simple avalanche physics
modeling of the pulse charging and gap voltage collapse to the
• . experimentally measured results is discussed, along with the
calculated pulse waveform for a much higher voltage and pressure
switch. Also, a discussion of the modifications made on an
existing pulse generator at LLNL so that it could be used as a
test bed for the H]:'GS is given•
Switch Ope_ration
Two configurations

of the switch were tested: a 50-fl

coaxial line and a 17-fi parallel-plate transmission line5. Ali of
the measurements described in this paper were done with the
parallel-plate line. An initial electron density, n, is produced in
the gap by a UV source. The transmission line is charged by the
pulsed power supply until the gap voltage collapses and the
voltage pulse is propagated down the line. The end of the line

To ensure some resident electron density in the gap as the
charging pulse is applied, the gap is u'radiated by UV7 from a
spark source. The wide-band assist pulser WASP was used to
pulse charge the plate transmission line at repetition rates from 1
hz to 1 kHz for l-second duration bursts. The output pulses were
measured with a B-dot probe on the output line and the signal
was recorded on a SCD5000, 4.5-GHz transient digitizer. The
signals from the D-dot probes were also recorded on the
SCD5000 transient digitizers. Due to the high frequency of the
D-dot signals, and the losses associated with the signal lines, the
system frequency response of each signal line was measured
using a picosecond pulser and then removed from the pulsed
experimental measurements during the data reduction phase.
Experimental Results
For the parallel-plate transmission line in atmospheric
pressure, the charging pulse developed a peak of 100 kV/cm
across the gap as the voltage rose in 1.5 ns. In the 50-W coaxial
line air gap, pressurized to 10atm, an electric field of 1 MV/cm
was obtained. At 1 atm of air press,xe, the gap voltage collapsed
to half in 250 ps both for the coaxial line and the plate
transmission line. lt follows that with several tens of
atmospheres pressure the voltage collapse will occur in a few
tens of picoseconds.

Switching Uniformity

and Re_Deatability

In order to launch a rapidly rising pulse that is uniform
across the transmission line width, we have required that the
switching gap be nearly the full width of the line.
We determined the relative arrival time at the two outboard
probes (2 and 4). Without an ionizing spark, the signal arrived at
probe 2 an average of 47 ps prior to arriving at probe 4, and the
standard deviation of the difference in arrival time was 126 ps,
considerably
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in arrival time.
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thus showing that it is not uniform along the length of the gap.
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When
the UV ionizing
was4 applied,
the average
time differe.nce
to probesspark
2 and
was measured
to be arrival
about
25 ps. The variation in this arrival time was 18 ps (11 shots)
' or a significant reduction from the 126 ps when no UV spark
was used.
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greater than the average difference

measurement
accuracy.
In Figure 3, we observed that the
repeated pulses reached the same voltage, 12 kV. The first pulse
reaches an amplitude of 20 kV. The difference is because the
WASP pulser produces a faster rising and higher voltage pulse
on the first pulse, and ali subsequent pulses are repeatable with
slower rise times and lower amplitudes.
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Figure 3. Launched
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Voltalze Recovery
With prfs up to 1 kHz, the launched voltage pulses had a
very low amplitude jitter. Pulse amplitude jitter was very low <5
% for the full second of the burst showing that switch recovery
up to 1000 Hz was accomplished.

°

Figure 2. Charging and launched voltage pulses in the
parallel-plate transmission line with atmospheric air.
The variation in arrival time between probes 2 and 3 was
20 ps or within the instrumental precision. We conclude that
with a UV spark source, the gap discharge is uniform along its
length to within the measurement accuracy, lt was also observed
that probes 2 and 4 were typically very similar in wave shape
when the phasing was good, and different otherwise.
The
difference in the data from probes 2 and 4 was due to breakdown
waves reflecting from the edge of the transmission
line and
adding to probes 2 and 4 differendy than to probe 3.
Repetition rate operation was tested up to 1 kHz. The
WASP pulser provided a voltage pulse that was about two times
. higher on the first pulse due to the overvoltage of the output
switch on the WASP. The UV spark source could not be repeated
at this rep-pate. The issue was whether there were enough
• resident electrons fi'om the previous breakdown to uniformly seed
the gap with enough electrons for a phased breakdown. On a
given burst, we recorded the first breakdown and every onehundredth breakdown that followed, up to three additional pulses
as seen in Figure 3.
Unlike these three launched pulses, the wave shape should
be almost identical if the gap breakdown is uniform across its
length. For repeated breakdowns up to the l-kHz pulse repetition
frequency (prO, the variation in pulse arrival time among probes
2, 3 and 4 was similar to that observed when no UV spark was
produced.
Fiducial corrections
were crucial to making the
measurements,
and care was taken to determine the relative
difference in trigger delays and signal delays between D-dots. For
the first pulse in the train when the UV spark was produced, ',he
relative
timing
among
probes
2, 3 and 4 was within

When the gap electron density avalanche is modeleO using
the Townsend coefficient
and the drift velocity, it becomes
apparent that a difference of several orders of magnitude of initial
electron density, n, makes a relatively small change in the
formative time to voltage collapse. For example, with an E/P of
50 across the gap, the time of collapse for a 2-ns charge time
varied 33 ps per decade of initial electron density charge, going
from 103 to 109 electrons/cm 3. The launched pulse wave rises in
125 ps. Initial electron density variations within a factor of 10
along the length of the gap should have a minor effect on the
phase of the propagated
wave. Stringent control of the gap
electron density dm'ing the initial charging time is therefore not
necessary.
In Figure 4, the modeled
breakdown
in the plate
transmission line gap is compared to the measured pulses for air
breakdown
at 1 atm of pressure.
The model assumes a
(1 - cosx) charging pulse waveform, which is comparable to the
measured charging pulse except for the low voltage foot. The
breakdown electric field is closely predicted and can be correctly
predicted for higher pressures. The launched pulse is closely
predicted up to the time when the wave propagating back to the
input line returns to the gap. The assumed input charging wave
in the model does not match the real wave after this time and the
model does not include the shorted end of the plate transmission
line. Because the gap voltage rise is significantly above the static
breakdown voltage, the launched pulse rise time is typically five
times faster than the pulse charging time. To achieve pulses with
picosecond rise times, a staged switch would be required.
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Figure 4. Comparing calculated and measured charging
and launched voltage pulses.
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The model was capable of using several gases, such as
helium, nitrogen, argon, silane, and others. Calculations show
" that similar electric fields can be obtained bu: with varying
required pressures. The differences lie in the voltage collapse
rates, especially as E/P falls to lower values where for some
gases, electron attachment plays a role.
The electrical energy stored in the transmission line before
switching is dependent on the field volume and the voltage. The
E/P scaling indicates that a pressure increase allows a
proportionally higher electric field. In helium at 150 atm, the
launched pulse is calculated to be 200 ps long see Figure 5 and
the pulse launched energy is 4.4 J.
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Figure 5. Calculated voltage pulses.
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Pulse Generator
In early 1990 a FEBETRON flash x-ray machine was
modified and used as an electrical pulse generator 8. The wide
band assist pulser (WASP), as it is now called, was improved in
two areas to extend it's performance beyond the original design.
First, changes were made to reduce the prepulse on the output
associated with the charging of the Blumlein, and second,
undervoltage techniques were us*_lto increase the repetition rate
of the pulse generator from 100 Hz to 1kHz.
A cross section view of the WASP pulse generator is shown
in Figure 6. Three main sections make up the pulser; the Marx,
the Blumlein, and the output switch chamber. Six A.L.E. 10
kV, 3 kJ/s switching power supplies charge the Marx to 10 kV

The overall work to increase the repetition rate of the system
was broken into two tasks. First the rep-rate of the Marx was
increased
and second,
output
section
Blumlein
was modified,
lt has the
been
shown
that containing
recovery the
times
of the
switches can be reduced an order-of-magnitude by undervolting
the spark gaps by approximately 50%9,10. The pressure and gap
spacing of the Marx spark gaps were undervolted. The Marx is
triggered with a UV trigatron spark gap on the first stage of the
Marx. New operating pressures and gap spacings were calculated
and set on the Marx to provide f.')r the necessary undervolting
from the familiar Paschen relationship 9,10.

Emax-Vmax
Vx--P-Tx
-9"33{TE)+ 3"77

(1)

Here x is the gap separation in cm, p i:_the pressure in
Torr, and T is the temperature in °K. Due to _t_eshort charging
time on the output switches_ the voltage hold-off was
approximately twice the calculated DC value 13,14. Overall, the
Marx was found to operate very repeatably to approximately 2kHz for short bursts.
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Voltage recovery was measured on the output switch for
several repetition rates. A plot of the 2-pulse data is shown in
Figure 7. As expected, since there are no initializing electrons in
the spark gap to initiate the avalanche process, the switch is
overvolted on the first pulse. This data matches data that has
been recorded by others 15. There is little dependency between the
energy that is switched and the recovery time of the spark gap.
During the development and testing of the pulse generator, a
total of 200,000 shots were put on the Marx and output switches
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before maintenance.
Light puddeling on the electrodes was
present, but no extensive erosion occurred. The long life of the
switches is due to the low coulomb transfer of only 170 l.tC
(calculated for 0% reversal)16
The output switch, which has
, inconel electrodes was very nearly in perfect condition, after
2(X),000 shots.
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switch has been shown to be capable of

producing sub-nanosecond pulses at high voltages. Electric fields
of a few MV/cm are attainable in c 'harging pulses whose duration
are of the order of the formative times for electron avalanching.
The pulse rise times have been measured as fast as 150 ps
(.limited by diagnostics) and the pulse can be launched in phase
along the gap, provided that a UV source of photons produces
seed electrons before the charging pulse arrives. We have
, demonstrated that a l-kHz repetition rate can be achieved for this
switch during a period of one second. Modeling has been
effective in matching experimental results, and should thus be
. , useful in the design of high-voltage
and pressure switch
configurations.
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